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Conserve l>aper-give this paper to a friend. 

Congratulations, PEC 
We would like to congratulate the -Popular 

Entertainment Committee (PEC) for its exceedingly 
professional handling of the ticket sales for the Joni 
Mitchell concert scheduled for March 7 in Johnson 
Gym. 

In reality, the whole situation has been an apparent 
series, of bungles and misunderstandings that will 
probably exclude many UNM students from good seats 
at a concert that is being sponsored by a student 

· committee. 

First of all, when the ticl<et sales were announced, it 
was said that all ticl<ets will be sold by mail-order, a 
practice we consider not to be in the interests of the 
students. 

Now we are told that there will be ticl<ets on sale for 
students at . the regular discount price starting 
Wednesday and those will be in the first 15 rows on the 
floor of Johnson Gym. 

Those students who have already sent in their money 
for tickets will be given a dollar refund, but that won't 
change the fact that if they had known ticl<ets for 
students would go on sale later, they might have gotten 
a better seat and saved the price of a postage stamp in 
the process. 

The idea of reserving seats for students to purchase 
after mail order ticl<ets have. already gone on sale is a 
good idea, if you have to take the chance on mail-order. 
But there is no reason why that practice should be 
employed by the PEG for a university concert: If there 
is, we'd like to know the reasons, and they should be 
good ones. 

And if the ticket mess isn't enough, those of you who 
do get tickets to see Joni Mitchell will find another 
problem at hand-parking. It seems that on the same 
night the AlbUquerque Civic Light Opera has been 
scheduled to perform in Popejoy Hall. But there may 
still be enough time ·for someone to work out some kind 
of arrangement concerning that foul-up. We can only 
hope. 

The PEC has done an excellent job of bringing in 
concerts of a wide variety and appeal to the university 
in the past year. But when you are dealing with people, 
especially ·students, who have to give up $5 or $6 of 
their money for a mediocre or bad seat only because of 
administrative misunderstandings,· you should expect 
them to be angry. 

Again, our congratulations for a job (so far) well 
done. 

'WELL, GEE, MR. PRESIDENT, IT'S NICE OF YOU TO OFFER TO CAMPAIGN ON MY BEHALF -
BUT DON'T YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO DO IN CHINA OR RUSSIA OR SOMEPLACE ••• ?' 
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The Disadvantages 
Of Being A M_ajority 

Having read the article in the Feb. 5 edition of 
the Lobo entitled "Summer Institute in Law Prep 
Scheduled for Minority Students," I was rather 
unimpressed-again-by the token use of two token 
wo.rds-"minority" and "disadvantaged"-in relation 
to educational programs. 

Throughout my undergraduate career II am an 
Easterner} and my one semester as a graduate 
student at UNM, I have heard the words "minority" 
and "disadvantaged" used endlessly; never with a 
complete definition of their meaning; always within 

· a somewhat clandestine or vague context to be 
deciphered by. the reader or listener. My 
interpretation of the definition of these words in 
relation to education, although probably not what is 
alw.ays intended by the user(sl of these words, 
might appear as follows. 

First, neither of the words· may appear without 
the· other. "Minoritydisadvantaged" is a word more 
properly used in place of the two individual words. 

Secondly, a minoritydisadvantaged student must 
be black, red, yellow, or have a Spanish, Indian, or 
"non-white" surname. ("Only seven per cent of 
New Mexico's lawyers are Spanish·surnamed •. ," 
Note. too, that the minoritydisadvantaged student is 
almost always confirmed by way of a percentage.} I, 
as a second-generation Hungarian-American, may 
not (and do not wish to) be considered a 
minoritydisadvantaged student-1 am white and 
suffer the sting of (being) a WASP. (WASP's are an 
actual minority in this nation.) 

Thirdly, c·ompetition for the 
min'oritydisadvantaged student must be made 
mini rna I. Granted, many students who enter 
universities are ed ucat ionalfy disadvantaged; 
however, upon completion of university studies, is it 
not time for competition-without regard to racial 
origin or ethnic background-to begin? Obviously 
not, ("A six week institute :to prepare minority and 
disadvantaged students for law school will be held at 
UNM this summer.'') It is clear that some students 
are being BUSsed not only through this University, 
but through law school as well. 

Fourthly,' minoritydisadvantaged students are to 
be freed of financial worries. ("Budget for the 
institute will be about $60,000 .. .'' "The institute 
will pay travel and living expenses for the 35 
students and CLEO hopes to provide stipends while 
they are in law school .. .'') Our ·nation's 

Constitution and recent Civil Rights Act guarantee 
equality, on every basis, to every individual in this 
nation. Are non·minoritydisadvantaged students 
entitled to attending the cited pre-law institute and 
receiving accompanying stipends? Of course it is 
true that not all students have need of such 
stipends; the rich can obviously support themselves, 
the minoritydisadvantaged are aided generously, 
and, by the process of elimination, the "middle 
class" is left ... in the middle. How unfortunate for 
me to be a member of the middle class. With no 
recourse, I, like others who wish to continue their 
middle clas~ educations· am forced to work during 
the universities' breaks (at which time the cogs in 
the machinery of the nation's diploma mills bind 
and come to a virtual halt). In addition, 1, like 
others, have agreed to teach at this University under 
contract of a graduate assistantship in an effort to 
pay room, board, and tuition by myself, and one of 
the most satisfying aspects of this position is that I 
had to compete for it. 

Enough of this "Ode on a Stipend." There are 
those who will label the previous statements as 
"racist," "discriminatory," "biased," and "unjust." 
I sincerely believe that the statements do not merit 
such a description; the facts do. My opinion, 
however "right" or "wrong" it may be, leads me to 
conclude only this: We, ultimately, are all human 
beings competing for various aspirations, and we 
are, in this nation, all guaranteed equality in this 
competition, When this equality is denied, 
minorities and disadvantages arise, .much to our 
dismay. It thus becomes the duty, hopefully of a 
non-perfunctory nature, of every individual to 
annihilate these disadvantageous sources of 
disadvantage. This does not mean that the 
disadvantaged are to be coddled, cradled, or 
protected, but aided. Where should this aid stop? 
Should this aid stop? In my opinion, "Yes!'' 

There is a point Where aid indeed becomes 
discrimination, where competition is only of 
importance to those few who must bear its imposed 
weight, where a guarantee of (somewhat ideal) 
conditions. of equality is cloaked and disg~ised 
under a bann.er of ethnic origins, ethnic surnames, 
and a rainbow of racial colors.· There is a point at 
which non-discrimination becqmes, sadly enough, 
discriminatory. It is, accordingly, this, the apparent 
regard for ethnic origin, race, creed, and .color, that 
must stop not only here, but elsewhere, for it 
inadvertently destroys that which it attempts to 
build-a society of equality for alt · 

Theodore F. Them 
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~Large Grading' Discrepancy. • • 
. . ,.. 

New Space Lab 
I' ARIS (Ul'I)-Sciontists will 

report Tuesday on developmc11L 
of n ·multi·mlllion dollar Europenh 
space. lahol·atoi'Y which will 
permit non·nsi,J'Olmuts to work in 
space, will be carried hack to 
earth by another vehicle and can 
be used 50 times in 10 years, 
industry officials said Monclay, 
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(co11tinued from page J) 

"A LOT OF YOUNG facqJty members don't believe in 
grading," Adams said, "for tw·o reasons, One is that students are 
more hosLile and argumentative about grades; and two, grades 
rose sharply ~fter Kent State. You won't ever find 100 per cent 
accurate gradmg as no one has that. An A student may look very 
good here but not prove 'qualified' somewhere else.'' 

University College grades were 48 per cent As and Bs. 
Dean Huber said, ''Today a B is what a C used to be. Thcl'c is 

no way you can take the data from this office without concluding 
we have lessened the level of pm·formancc. 

"The grade di.stributio_n has moved up, but a count~r argument 
can be that gradmg practices were too low previously. From 1966 ' 
to the present the ACT scores have dropped seriously hqt the 
grade point average is higher. ' 

"The level of expectation is lower hut the student gets the 
same or higher grades," Huber said. "Or we could assume that 
certain skills are not being given so much emphasis. Every school 
is in degree different and has their own norm group, but we are 
below national norms. I've found in surrounding states the 
schools have much higher norms but we are still in the 92 per 
cent national grade level. So t\lat just boils down to, do we want 
to serve a larger spectrum or a smaller, more select group? Who is 
to say if we are doing things· right or wrong?" 

THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY and the dental program had 
79 per cent As and Bs. Dean Carmen Bliss said, "These statistics 
are based on 'Introduction to Pharmacy.' We try to be more 

subje¢tiv~ than obj~ctive in ou1· grnding. l will make 110 npologi~s 
fo1· tho dental p1·ogram as it is a v<~ry select, elite group. In regard 
lo Wollman's memo, students al'e either bl'ighter or faculty is less 
discriminating. This would indicate to me the latter, but that's 
generalizing. 

Dean Louise Mun·ny of the College of Nursing said, "We had to 
mal(c quite a scl<'ction this year nnd last, with most of our 
stud~nts' grade average 2.4 to 2.6 aL tho sophomore l<>vd. We do 
have few<'!' dl'OJl·outs. 

"We do want to analyze our grading pracl.ices as we arc 
concN·ned. We want to develop a plan on evaluating the 
cun·iculum, with grades being ve1·y important. We feel that A 
should be an outstanding grade and that maybe mm·e Cs should 

be given, but we don't know all the beliefs of our fac'Uity. We arc 
moving upward scholastically and l'm not sure why, but this is 
one thing we need to Jook,.into." Nursing had 71 per cent As nnd 
Bs. , 

THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING had 59 per cent As and 
Bs and Dean R. C. Dove explained, "These figur~s are from CE 
104 and 102, the 200 level, some hours in the MET level, and n 
few in engineering technology, I'm not ala1'mcd by Wollman's 
statistics, but I wouldn't agree with his conclusion until looking 
at the student SAT tests, 

"I don't question it, but I'd need a Jot more data to sec what 
that proves-and you can't look at one point on a !ll'aph and teach 
a conclusion. I don't think grades m·e given for punitive reasons, 

A Better Idea! 
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nor am I persuaded we should give~u;p;,;th;,e;,F;,• ·;,";;;;;;;;;;;o;;;m,:::;=:=:;;;;;=~;;,;;,:;:;,;;;;;;;.;;.;;.;;;;;;;;~;;.;,;;: Increase in UN M Gas Costs i_ ............................. A·~·d~·b~~·wi'ictiw~·F;i~ ............................ . 
By GEORGIA DILLON stripping. Older doors that cannot sunligi1t and body heat. If the 1 

The cost of natural gas to UNM be sufficiently repaired will be thermostat of that room were set i 'Exotic" AUSTRALIA WILDERNESS 
has increased approximately 52 replaced, said Williams. He adds at 68 degrees, the cooling system !! 
per cent, amounting to an that money for the replacement would come on often in an i 
estimated $25,000 increase over of those doors will be allotted by attempt to maintain that ~--
last year's cost of gas, said Floyd the next fiscal budget. temperature, he said. Thus, more 

Remember, 

some "Wildlife'' :;till goes on outdoors 

B. Williams, Jr., associate director Controls on the heating and energy would he expe11ded than 
of the university physical plant. cooling systems were then would be in setting the thermostat I Friday, Feb. 1 5-7:30 p.m. .i:_ 

The university functions on' checked and repaired as needed. at 72 or 74 degrees. 
approximately the same amount Finally, in early November, usc All of the thermostats are set at I Popejoy Hall UN M 
of natural gas and uses less of electricity was decreased by '' the m o s t economical $1 00 S d A-' · · i 

d · · • h " • . tu ent vmiSSion :; electricity than it did a year ago, 1 sconnectmg certam Jig t temperature we can be at," said i 
but the amount of building space fixtures. WiJliams. • .................................................................. ,..,, .. ,, ............. ,,,,,".a 
has increased by about five and a "Lighting is an enormous factor 
half per cent, he said. in our electrical load," said 

Williams calculates this to mean Williams. He indicates that in 
a five per cent savings in use of "non-essential" areas StiCh as halls, 
natural gas and a sev~n per cent every other fixture was 
savings in electrical usage for the disconnected. 
months of November and Thermostats are not all set at 
December of 1973 as compared to 68 degrees, however, causing some 
the same months in 1972. to question the physical plant's 

In late October, after President efforts to conserve energy. 
Nixon called for a national effort Williams said thermostats are 
to conserve energy and suggested not set arbitrarily. Settings vary 
68 degrees as a standard depending upon the temperature 
thermostate setting, the physical of "optimum efficiency" for a 
plant began a three-fold project particular room or hall. 
for energy conservation, In the modern buildings on 

First, doors that did not fit campus there is a central heating 
properly, allowing heated or and cooling system. Williams said 
cooled air to escape, were in 'some ·rooms heat builds up 
repaired·, many with weather rapidly during the day due to 
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IFil 
The Cultural Program Committee 

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 

POPEJOY HALL 
._ ___ _. AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 

present 

GRe1NDNEW 
MUSIOlL 

~ BEST MUSICAL ~ .. 
~TONY AWARD WINNER~ 

Valentine's Day~ Thurs., Feb. 14-8:15 PM 
Tickets: 9.00, 8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00 
Students with Activity Cards- 'h Price 

Telephone 2 77·3121 
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